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“Backflip” Johnny Duddley to Entertain at Rodeo
PRESCOTT VALLEY, AZ – Backflip Johnny Dudley, one of professional rodeo’s most
notable performers, is making a trip to the Turquoise Circuit Finals Rodeo to entertain
rodeo fans with his skills as a clown and barrel man for three performances, October 4-5.
"Backflip" Johnny calls Denton, TX home but travels the country throughout the year to
entertain rodeo fans. He is known for amazing feature acts, along with his quick wit and offthe-cuff banter that keeps crowds laughing until their sides hurt.
He has performed at rodeos from Florida to Alaska and just about everywhere in between.
He has been chosen twice for the Turquoise Circuit Finals rodeo, this will mark his third
selection at out event, five times for the PRCA's All American Finals, and nominated twice
for PRCA Comedy Act of the Year.
“Being selected to work a Finals is one of the biggest honors in the rodeo business.” said
Duddley, “I am proud to accept the invite to the 2019 Turquoise Circuit ProRodeo Finals.”
Before becoming a rodeo clown, Johnny served 8 years in the United States Marine Corps
and then went on to college where he graduated with a degree in International Business.
Johnny is one of the most likable people you will ever meet and greets everyone with a big
Texas smile.
The RAM Turquoise Circuit Finals Rodeo (TCFR), presented by Cliff Castle Casino & Hotel,
will return to Prescott Valley, AZ for the third straight year. The event features rodeo
athletes from Arizona and New Mexico in rodeo action on October 4 & 5, with two
performances on October 5, including a matinee.
Cowboys and cowgirls compete at approximately 20 rodeos across Arizona and New
Mexico in hopes of earning a qualification spot at the TCFR and for the opportunity to vie
for a chance to qualify into the RAM National Circuit Finals Rodeo, held in Kissimmee, FL
each year. The TCFR is part of the circuit system of the Professional Rodeo Cowboys
Association.
“We are excited to bring Backflip Johnny Duddley to Prescott Valley for our rodeo this
year,” said Turquoise Circuit President, Jim Dewey Brown, “attendees of all ages will enjoy
his wit an acrobatic skill.”
Tickets are available and prices start at just $14 (additional fees may apply). Suite and
premium seats are also available for all three rodeo performances. Tickets are available at
the PVEC box office, online at www.findlaytoyotacenter.com/events or by calling 800-7453000.

About Turquoise Circuit Finals Rodeo
Turquoise Circuit Finals Rodeo is part of the circuit system devised by the Professional Rodeo Cowboys
Association. The United States is divided into 12 sections and the Turquoise Circuit is comprised of
rodeos and athletes in New Mexico and Arizona. Each circuit holds a finals rodeo to determine which
two contestants from each event are to be sent to represent the Circuit at the RAM National Circuit
Finals Rodeo in Kissimmee, FL.
www.turquoisecircuitfinalsrodeo.com

